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Nezuko Wig caps,black wig cap, black long tube wig cap, stretch nylon wig

Packing: Nylon wig cap, which can be used multiple times, saving you money and time.

Soft and breathable material: The soft elastic material makes it have good breathability to the scalp, making you feel more comfortable

when using it, especially in warm and hot weather.
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Easy to clean: The stretchable nylon wig cap can help you fix your hair in place; it is easy to use and clean.

Natural appearance: lightweight and ultra-thin, close to the head, gently fix the hair in the proper position; suitable for many skin tones,

these skin tones are not easy to detect, and have a natural appearance.

Wide elastic band design: prevent the wig cap and wig from slipping. Easy to apply. If you have long hair, please tie your hair into a

ponytail and tie your hair around your head as much as possible to make your hair smooth and smooth. Make sure that your hair does

not fall off before use.

Product Description

How to wear: 

Combing your hair gently to make it smoothly. 

Tie your hair up and keep the rest of the hair sleek. 

Use both hand to open the wig caps. 

Put all hair under the wig cap, one hand to pull the wig cap to make them flat and the other hand to fix our hair. 

Place the wig over the wig net and adjust your hair accordingly. 

Warm tips： 

Please wash it by hand and in the cold or warm (under 30 degree) water with mild liquid soap or the hair shampoo before using it. 

Please keep anything sharp away from the wig caps for good protection and ensure long terms of using. If you have long and sharp finger

nails, we kindly suggest you to be careful when using our wig caps. 

If you have long and thick hair, please make your hair in ponytail and pin them around your head as flat and smooth as possible, making sure

no hair falling out before using it. Or you can use 2 caps at one time to make a great sense of security. 

If you find the wig cap too tight in your head, please kindly stretch the elastic band or place it on your head model for a few days to make it

looser, which might bring you more comfortable. 

Make from soft nylon,lightweight and ultra-thin, cling to head, tightly hold your hair in place trimly. and you can change any hairstyle you like. 

You can use the wig cap in any situation. Such as Halloween, cosplay party, or daily use of human lace wigs. you can have a wonderful

experience. 

Product details

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer：No 

Manufacturer :Nezuko
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